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Analysis of test results (CEIP La Gaviota, Spain) 

The test has been passed to 100 students of the school, of which 52% are boys 
and 48% are girls. 

The age of the students is: 

10 years: 26% 

11 years 46% 

12 years 28% 

The nationality of the students is 86% Spanish and 14% foreigners, especially 
from Morocco, Romania and South America. 

The 88% of the students are happy to come to the school. The main reasons are 
that they have their friends here and they have a good time at school. The 7% 
aren´t happy to come to school because they do not have friends and do not 
like them. The 5% sometimes are happy and sometimes not, depends on the 
day. 

By one hand, being humiliated or made fun of by a colleague is the most 
frequent at our school, about 10% of students think that happens very often, 
follow by being threatened to be hurt or beaten by a colleague (9%). Also, 27% 
of students, comment that  spread bad rumours or getting pushed by a collegue 
hapens seldom.  

It seems that using cell phones or the Internet by a collegue ( or making others 
do it) to say or post hurtful things about them or getting hated on social media 
by colleagues because of looking or being different, never happens. (about 90% 
think so). 

When some of these situations happens, they usually ask their friends or an adult for help 
or defend theirselves. 

By the other hand, they say that very often have seen a colleague making fun or 
humilliating another, beaten, threatening or kicked out of a group. They never or very 
seldom have seen a colleague using cell phones or the Internet  to say or post hurtful things 
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about them or others or see a colleague putting bad labels of another on social media 
beacause of looking or being different. 

Finally, the 7% and 6% admit that very often they humilliate or make fun of a colleague and 
beat a colleague. 

About their answers to the question how do they react to the inappropriate attitude of 
some of their classmates, the 38% says that they will try to talk with the classmate and tell 
him/her to stop. 29% of student will ask for help to an adult. 13% of students will do 
nothing and 6% will beat him/her. 

When they see a colleague suffering due to the inappropriate attitude of some of their 
classmates, they will try to help him/her and go to look for a teacher. 14% will defend 
him/her, 4% will do nothing and 1% will beat the boy/girl with bad attitude. 

They say that school should be more stubborn with the rules. They believe that one of the 
measures that can be taken is to punish the aggressors, to expel them during a time of the 
school and to warn the parents. They think that maybe with surveillance cameras in the 
school and more teachers attentive during the breaks could be a solution. 

Here is the link of the test results: 

https://es.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-ZFR8QS7W8/ 

https://es.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-ZFR8QS7W8/

